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Battle of Midway - John Grehan 2019-09-24
Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor in the Hawaiian Islands on 7 December
1941, had severely damaged the United States Pacific Fleet but had not
destroyed it, for the fleet’s aircraft carrier force had been at sea when
the Japanese struck. This meant that, despite the overwhelming success
of Japanese military forces across the Pacific, US carrier-based aircraft
could still attack Japanese targets. After the Battle of the Coral Sea in
early May 1942, in which both sides had lost one carrier, the commander
of the Japanese Combined Fleet, Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, calculated
that the US had only two serviceable carriers left. If those remaining
carriers could be lured into a battle with the Combined Fleet and
destroyed, nothing could stop the Japanese achieving complete control of
the South Pacific. It would take the United States many months, even
with its massive industrial muscle, to rebuild its carried fleet if it was
destroyed, by which time Japan would be able to secure the raw
materials needed to keep its war machine functioning and to build all the
bases it required across the Pacific, which would enable its aircraft to
dominate the entire region. Aware of the sensitivity of the Americans
towards Hawaii after the Battle of Pearl Harbor, Yamamoto believed that
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if he attacked there again, the US commander, Admiral Nimitz would be
certain to commit all his strength to its defence. Yamamoto selected the
furthest point of the Hawaiian Islands, the Naval Air Station on the
Midway Atoll, for his attack, which was beyond the range of most US
land-based aircraft. Yamamoto launched his attack on 4 June 1942. But
the US had intercepted and deciphered Japanese signals and Nimitz,
with three not two aircraft carriers, knew exactly Yamamoto’s plans.
Yamamoto had hoped to draw the US carriers into his trap but instead he
sailed into an ambush. The four-day battle resulted in the loss of all four
Japanese aircraft carriers, the US losing only one. The Japanese were
never able to recover from these losses, and it was the Americans who
were able to take control of the Pacific. The Battle of Midway,
unquestionably, marked the turning point in the war against Japan.
British Aircraft Carriers - David Hobbs 2014-09-30
This book is a meticulously detailed history of British aircraft-carrying
ships from the earliest experimental vessels to the Queen Elizabeth class,
currently under construction and the largest ships ever built for the
Royal Navy. Individual chapters cover the design and construction of
each class, with full technical details, and there are extensive summaries
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of every ship's career. Apart from the obvious large-deck carriers, the
book also includes seaplane carriers, escort carriers and MAC ships, the
maintenance ships built on carrier hulls, unbuilt projects, and the
modern LPH. It concludes with a look at the future of naval aviation,
while numerous appendices summarise related subjects like naval
aircraft, recognition markings and the circumstances surrounding the
loss of every British carrier. As befits such an important reference work,
it is heavily illustrated with a magnificent gallery of photos and plans,
including the first publication of original plans in full colour, one on a
magnificent gatefold.Written by the leading historian of British carrier
aviation, himself a retired Fleet Air Arm pilot, it displays the authority of
a lifetime's research combined with a practical understanding of the
issues surrounding the design and operation of aircraft carriers. As such
British Aircraft Carriers is certain to become the standard work on the
subject.
On Wave and Wing - Barrett Tillman 2017-02-27
What defended the U.S. after the attack on Pearl Harbor, defeated the
Soviet Union in the Cold War, and is an essential tool in the fight against
terror? Aircraft Carriers. For seventy years, these ships remained a little
understood cornerstone of American power. In his latest book, On Wave
and Wing , Barrett Tillman sheds light on the history of these floating
leviathans and offers a nuanced analysis of the largest man-made vessel
in the history of the world.
Maritime Command Pacific - David Zimmerman 2015-11-15
The Royal Canadian Navy crews that sailed the Atlantic during the early
Cold War held a contemptuous view of their West Coast brethren,
likening the Pacific fleet to a “yacht club” where sailors enjoyed a life of
leisurely service on a tranquil sea. As David Zimmerman reveals, nothing
could be further from the truth. From the fleet’s postwar downsizing,
through to its rapid expansion in the wake of the Korean War as Cold
War fears gripped the nation, Maritime Command Pacific fought to hold
steady amid drifting Japanese mines, Soviet submarines, and joint USCanadian training exercises.
Find, Fix and Strike! - John Winton 2022-07-11
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A full examination of the Royal Navy's Fleet Air Arm from the beginning
of World War Two until final operations off Japan in August, 1945.
Perfect for lovers of naval and aviation history. At the beginning of the
Second World War the Royal Navy had only seven aircraft carriers and a
couple of hundred obsolete aircraft. Six years later it had more than fifty
aircraft carriers of various types and thousands of frontline aircraft. John
Winton provides a thorough record of Fleet Air Arm's activities during
the war, from the initial setbacks of the Norwegian campaign in the
spring of 1940 to the long campaign against Tirpitz in 1944 and finishing
with the triumphant operations of the British Pacific Fleet as part of the
US 3rd Fleet off the mainland of Japan in the summer of 1945. Find, Fix
and Strike! The Fleet Air Arm at War, 1939-45 charts how naval air
power came to hold an increasingly important position in the Royal Navy
through the course of the war. Uncovering the operations of British
aircraft carriers and shore bases, catapult fighters from merchant ships,
support given to the British army in North Africa, escort carrier and
catapult-launched floatplane activities, as well as numerous instances of
individual heroism has allowed Winton to demonstrate the true
importance of Royal Navy's Fleet Air Arm. 'interesting, clear and
accurate account ... deserves attention by all naval history enthusiasts.'
Warship International
The British Navy Book - Cyril Field 2022-08-01
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "The British
Navy Book" by Cyril Field. DigiCat Publishing considers every written
word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The books are
available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this
work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of
world literature.
Hms Inflexible - A E Langsford 2011-04-30
1945. The battle against Japan in the Pacific is reaching its climax. One
way or another, Inflexible will be Captain Thurston's last command of the
war. Captain Thurston VC is a navy man to his bones. Offered a cushy
office job to see out the last months of the war, he resists: instead he's
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handed command of HMS Inflexible, a proud and powerful aircraft
carrier. It is no easy task. The overwhelming determination of the
Japanese fighters and the cruel weather conditions make Thurston's
command fraught with difficulties, but the struggle to provide air support
for the US and Commonwealth troops must continue. Home is on the
other side of the world, barely a reality, and Thurston finds that he is
striving to do the right thing, not only as the Captain of the Inflexible but
also in his private life. For a while he and his men are under daily attack
from a deadly enemy, Thurston is plagued by feelings of guilt and
remorse for the woman he has left behind. A. E. Langford's compelling
naval adventure is an evocative account of life at sea during one of the
most perilous and hard-fought battles of this century.
The British Carrier Strike Fleet after 1945 - David Hobbs 2015-10-30
“A comprehensive study of the bittersweet post WWII history of British
naval aviation . . . will become a standard reference for its
subject.”—Firetrench In 1945 the most powerful fleet in the Royal Navy’s
history was centered on nine aircraft carriers. This book charts the postwar fortunes of this potent strike force; its decline in the face of
diminishing resources, its final fall at the hands of uncomprehending
politicians, and its recent resurrection in the form of the Queen Elizabeth
class carriers, the largest ships ever built for the Royal Navy. After 1945
“experts” prophesied that nuclear weapons would make conventional
forces obsolete, but British carrier-borne aircraft were almost
continuously employed in numerous conflicts as far apart as Korea,
Egypt, the Persian Gulf, the South Atlantic, East Africa and the Far East,
often giving successive British Governments options when no others
were available. In the process the Royal Navy invented many of the
techniques and devices crucial to modern carrier operations angled
decks, steam catapults and deck-landing aids while also pioneering novel
forms of warfare like helicopter-borne assault, and tactics for countering
such modern plagues as insurgency and terrorism. This book combines
narratives of these poorly understood operations with a clear analysis of
the strategic and political background, benefiting from the author's
personal experience of both carrier flying and the workings of Whitehall.
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It is an important but largely untold story, of renewed significance as
Britain once again embraces carrier aviation. “Makes a timely and
welcome appearance . . . will make compelling reading for those with
serious concern for our naval affairs.”—St. Andrews in Focus
Fleet Air Arm Legends: Supermarine Seafire - Matthew Willis 2020-06-17
Renowned naval aviation author Matthew Willis tells the story of the
Supermarine Seafire  a navalized version of the famous Spitfire adapted
for use on aircraft carriers. Some 2646 examples were built and saw
action with the Royal Navys Fleet Air Arm from November 1942 until
after the Korean War in the early 1950s. It was involved in combat
during the Allied landings in North Africa (Operation Torch), the Allied
invasions of Sicily and Italy, the D-Day landings, and Operation Dragoon
in southern France. With the Pacific fleet, the Seafire proved capable of
intercepting and destroying the feared Japanese kamikaze attack
aircraft.
Widowmaker - Tim Hillier-Graves 2020-08-31
The dramatic history behind one of WWII’s most powerful—and
dangerous—planes, “spiced with many first-hand accounts, American and
British” (Aeroplane). Despite everything, I felt very lucky to have flown
Corsairs. They were the best, you know, even though it took me some
time to realize this when so many friends died flying them. —Colin Facer,
Corsair pilot, HMS Illustrious The Vought-Sikorsky Corsair was one of
the most potent fighters of WWII—and one of the most flawed. Conceived
by Rex Beisel, Vought’s Chief Designer in 1938, it was condemned by the
US Navy as too dangerous for carrier operations and wasn’t certified for
use at sea. With British companies unable to build fighters with sufficient
range and potency for carrier use, the Admiralty sought alternatives, and
due to Roosevelt’s Lend Lease program, they could acquire weapons
from American factories. In practice, this meant standing in line behind
the US military for service, but it still opened up new opportunities. So
with newly built Corsairs being stockpiled and the promise of an
improved version to come, the Royal Navy saw an opening worthy of
development and exploited it. By the end of the war, the Fleet Air Arm
had acquired more than 2,000 Corsairs to equip its squadrons. But the
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risks identified by the USN were largely ignored by the Royal Navy and
far too many men and aircraft were lost in accidents as a result. Yet in
the hands of experienced carrier pilots, its virtues were only too
apparent and, in due course, they achieved great things. Eventually, the
US Navy noted this “success” and certified the Corsair for use on their
carriers too, but the aircraft never entirely lost its reputation as a
“widowmaker.” This book, with photos included, describes the Corsair’s
development and tells the sad but inspiring story of the young men who
struggled and suffered to make the Corsair a going concern in the most
vicious, unforgiving war one can imagine. The author met and
corresponded with almost a hundred veterans from America, Britain,
New Zealand, and Canada. Their recollections made this book
possible—and through their vivid memories we can experience what it
felt like to be barely of age, a civilian called to arms, and a fighter pilot.
Pendant Numbers of the Royal Navy - Ben Warlow 2021-07-31
Pendant (or pennant) numbers have been used by individual ships of the
Royal Navy for purposes of identification for more than 100 years. They
were also used in all the navies of the British Empire so that ships could
be easily transferred from one navy to another without changing her
number. They offer the simplest and clearest way to identify a ship, but
until now there has been little in the way of consistent and accurate
information, and certainly no single location where you can look up or
research complete pendant numbers. The book is designed as an easy-touse reference work and as such is, in the main, composed of alphanumeric listings to enable the user to find and identify warships by
reference to ship name and to identify specific pendant numbers
assigned to that name; or by pendant number to identify specific vessels
assigned that number at various times. It begins with an introduction and
a brief history of visual signalling used by the Royal Navy before
industrialisation, and explains how the large numbers of identical ships
being built brought about the need to identify specific ships within fleets
to aid signalling and tactical deployment. There follow chapters covering
the pendant numbers of the surface fleet and submarines (which stopped
using them once boats began to spend so little time on the surface), and
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then pedant numbers by ship name. A significant chapter lists the
pendant numbers assigned to the British Pacific Fleet during the Pacific
campaign of WWII together with an explanation of why numbers were
assigned, and an examination of missing ‘A’ series pendants known to
have been carried by some vessels during the conflict. The BPF numbers
have only recently come to light and there is still much that is not known
but this section provides the most comprehensive study of available data
at this time. There is also an appendix covering deck letters assigned to
aviation capable ships. This is a genuinely new and significant reference
book and is destined to become a major new aid for Royal Navy warship
and auxiliary identification.
Very Special Ships - Arthur Nicholson 2015-10-30
Very Special Ships is the first full-length book about the six Abdiel-class
fast minelayers, the fastest and most versatile ships to serve in the Royal
Navy in the Second World War. They operated not only as offensive
minelayers  dashing into enemy waters under cover of darkness  but in
many other roles, most famously as blockade runners to Malta. In lieu of
mines, they transported items as diverse as ammunition, condensed milk,
gold, and VIPs. Distinguished by their three funnels, the Abdiels were
attractive, well-designed ships, and they were also unique  no other
navy had such ships, and so they were sought-after commands and
blessed with fine captains. To give the fullest picture of this important
class of ships, the book details the origins and history of mines,
minelayers, and minelaying; covers the origins and design of the class;
describes the construction of each of the six ships, and the modified
design of the last two; tells in detail of the operational careers of the
ships in the second World War, when they played vital roles in the battle
of Crete and the siege of Malta, plied the hazardous route to Tobruk, and
laid mines off the Italian coast. The post-war careers of the surviving
ships is also documented. Written to appeal to naval enthusiasts,
students of World War II and modelmakers, the author tells the story of
these ships through first-hand accounts, official sources, and speciallycommissioned drawings and photographs.
The Rules of the Game - Andrew Gordon 2013-02-21
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Foreword by Admiral Sir John Woodward. When published in hardcover
in 1997, this book was praised for providing an engrossing education not
only in naval strategy and tactics but in Victorian social attitudes and the
influence of character on history. In juxtaposing an operational with a
cultural theme, the author comes closer than any historian yet to
explaining what was behind the often described operations of this
famous 1916 battle at Jutland. Although the British fleet was victorious
over the Germans, the cost in ships and men was high, and debates have
raged within British naval circles ever since about why the Royal Navy
was unable to take advantage of the situation. In this book Andrew
Gordon focuses on what he calls a fault-line between two incompatible
styles of tactical leadership within the Royal Navy and different
understandings of the rules of the games.
Capital Ships at War, 1939–1945 - John Grehan 2014-04-30
Dispatches in this volume include those relating to the sinking of the
German battleship Graf Spee in the Battle of the River Plate in 1939, the
loss of the battleships HMS Prince of Wales and HMS Repulse in the Far
East, the sinking of the German battle cruiser Scharnhorst in 1943, the
attack on Tirpitz by midget submarines, the contribution by British
Pacific Fleet to the assault on Okinawa in 1945 (which included four
Royal Navy battleships), and the sinking of Bismarck in 1941.This unique
collection of original documents will prove to be an invaluable resource
for historians, students and all those interested in what was one of the
most significant periods in British military history.
The Disastrous Fall and `Triumphant Rise of the Fleet Air Arm
from 1912 to 1945 - Henry Hank Adlam 2014-09-30
In this riveting critique of the Fleet Air Arm's policy across two world
wars, former FAA Fighter Pilot Henry Adlam charts the course of its
history from 1912 to 1945, logging the various milestones, mistakes and
successes that characterised the service history of the Fleet Air Arm.
Offering criticism on the service hierarchies that made up the Fleet,
backed up by his having served in six Carriers and flown from them in all
five theatres of sea warfare during five years of the Second World War,
Adlam presents a highly entertaining and potentially controversial study
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which is sure to appeal to a wide array of aviation enthusiasts.??Adlam
charts the catalogue of errors that blighted the history of the Naval Air
Service, which followed the disastrous decision in April 1918 to transfer
the whole of the Air Service of the Royal Navy to form the new RAF. The
main and over-riding criticism that the author finds with the Fleet Air
Arm lies in the manner in which it was led. Adapting the oft-quoted
"Lions led by Donkeys" description of the British Army, Adlam describes
the activities of the Fleet Air Arm in the Second World War as the result
of "Sea Eagles led by Penguins" practices, when experienced pilots were
led into battle by senior members of the Navy who possessed little or no
flying experience. This led to a whole host of disasters costing many lives
amongst flight personnel. Adlam charts the errors that blighted the
history of the Fleet Air Arm and shows how its recovery and the
triumphant turnaround of its fortunes were all the more remarkable.
Taking the reader on a journey from inception during First World War
service, throughout all the many disasters and successes that followed
between the Wars and on into the Second World War and beyond, this
book offers engaging new insights and a degree of critical candour that
set it apart from other Fleet Air Arm histories currently available on the
market.
Turn Into the Wind, Volume I. US Navy and Royal Navy Light Fleet
Aircraft Carriers in World War II, and Contributions of the British
Pacific Fleet - David Bruhn 2021-03-21
In the Pacific in World War II, the dearth of US Navy fleet aviation
capabilities became acute following the loss, in 1942, of four aircraft
carriers to combat action. New Essex-class fleet aircraft carriers were
being built, but would not be ready soon enough. Time was of the
essence. President Franklin D. Roosevelt intervened to solve the problem
- directing reluctant Navy "top brass" to turn cruiser hulls, already laid
down, into light aircraft carriers. This created nine Independence-class
ships, which would earn more battle stars, on average, than their bigger,
better-known sisters (the twelve finally-completed Essex carriers that
saw combat action). Aboard two of the light carriers were future
presidents, George H. W. Bush, and Gerald R. Ford. Pilots and aircrews
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flying from the 622-foot "flat-tops" earned scores of decorations for
heroism. These included two Medals of Honor, Navy Crosses, Silver and
Bronze Stars, and dozens of Distinguished Flying Crosses. Some of the
recipients, such as Edward "Butch" O'Hare, are familiar to aviation buffs.
Others, including Hollis H. Hills, who flew in the two greatest air battles
of the war: Dieppe in 1942 and the "Great [Marianas] Turkey Shoot" in
the Pacific in 1944, less so. Britain similarly began construction on ten
698-foot Colossus-class light fleet carriers. Four entered service before
the end of the war, and were allocated to the British Pacific Fleet, but
arrived too late for frontline action. Aboard the BPF's larger carriers,
which fought in the Battle of Okinawa and other actions, were members
of many Commonwealth countries. Among them was Robert Hampton
Gray, who (posthumously) was Canada's last Victoria Cross winner of the
war. One hundred sixty-five photographs, maps, and diagrams;
appendices; and an index to full-names, places, and subjects add value to
this work. 2021, 6x9, paper, index, 454 pp
Operation Pacific - Edwyn Gray 1990-09-27
Hollywood's version of the Naval War in the Pacific has led many people
to believe that it was an all-American affair and that the Royal Navy took
no part in it. But, as Edwin Gray shows in Operation Pacific, Such a
scenario is a travesty of the truth. In fact, the Royal Navy and its
Commonwealth partners played a very significant role in the Pacific War
and waged a vigorous non-stop battle with the enemy, from the earliest
days of defeat and disaster though to the ultimate triumph of Victory.
And, indeed, it is not generally realised that Japanese troops actually
landed in Malaya and opened hostilities in Britain a full ninety minutes
before Nagumo's dive-bombers swept down on the unsuspecting
American pacific Fleet at Pearl Harbour to bring the United States into
the war. Operation Pacific is the first book to provide a full and detailed
account of Britain's Naval contribution tot he ultimate defeat of Japan a
saga that ranges from the darkest days pf December 1941, to the vast
carrier operations and kamikaze attacks of the final battles in 1945. And,
while in no way disparaging the heroic achievements and fighting
courage of the US forces in the Pacific, Edwyn Gray reveals that the
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Royal Navy's cooperation was not always welcomed by her over-mighty
Ally and that America's top brass, notably admiral Ernest King and
General Douglas MacAuthur , were implacably opposed to British
involvement in the Pacific for both practical and political reasons.
Offering a clear, concise, and comprehensive picture of the part played
by the Royal Navy and Commonwealth forces in the Far East War,
Operation pacific is an absorbing story handled with all the skill which
readers have come to expect from one of the leading popular naval
historians of our day.
Okinawa: The Last Naval Battle of WW2 - John Grehan 2022-11-30
Having all but swept the Japanese Imperial Navy from the vast expanse
of the Pacific Ocean, the Allied forces stood on the brink of invading the
Japanese Home Islands. The launching pad for the invasion was to be the
island of Okinawa. Amid the terrible slaughter and the shocking casualty
statistics of the U.S. Tenth Army and the U.S. Marines, as well as the
unrelenting defiance of the Japanese defenders so often detailed in the
many books on the battle, the vital part played by the Allied navies in
transporting, landing, and supporting the ground offensive is all too
often overlooked. The naval forces involved included the U.S. Task Force
58 and the British Pacific Fleet composed of ships from the Royal
Australian Navy, the Royal Canadian Navy, and the Royal New Zealand
Navy which together with those of the Royal Navy constituted the most
powerful fleet Britain had ever put together. The total firepower of the
Allied force was staggering, consisting of 18 battleships, 27 cruisers, 177
destroyers/destroyer escorts, 11 fleet carriers, 6 light carriers and 22
escort carriers and various support and troop transport ships. Pitted
against this formidable array was the Japanese Combined Fleet, with just
one super battleship, one light cruiser and eight destroyers. But the
Japanese had one other fearful weapon - the kamikaze. The resultant
battle saw the Japanese fleet wiped out, but the Allies lost twenty-four
support vessels and a further 386 ships were damaged - many at the
hands of the kamikaze pilots. After the fighting the Admiralty called for a
summary of the battle to be written for internal Royal Navy consumption.
It is that secret report, which it was never intended would be seen by the
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public, that is published here for the first time.
British Aircraft Carriers 1939–45 - Angus Konstam 2012-12-20
With war against Germany looming, Britain pushed forward its carrier
program in the late 1930s. In 1938, the Royal Navy launched the HMS
Ark Royal, its first-ever purpose-built aircraft carrier. This was quickly
followed by others, including the highly-successful Illustrious class.
Smaller and tougher than their American cousins, the British carriers
were designed to fight in the tight confines of the North Sea and the
Mediterranean. Over the next six years, these carriers battled the Axis
powers in every theatre, attacking Italian naval bases, hunting the
Bismark, and even joining the fight in the Pacific. This book tells the
story of the small, but resilient, carriers and the crucial role they played
in the British war effort.
The Forgotten Fleet: The Story of the British Pacific Fleet, 1944-45 - John
Winton 2022-06-13
Royal Navy Handbook 1939-1945 - David Wragg 2005-08-25
Overstretched from the start of the Second World War in 1939, the Royal
Navy acquired First World War surplus destroyers from the United
States Navy and embarked on a massive programme of construction,
building and buying aircraft carriers, escort carriers and frigates and
corvettes, building up a powerful submarine arm and, almost from
scratch, re-creating the naval air arm taken from it in 1918. The service
had to learn fast. It soon became clear that the Germans would not
provide an opportunity for a major battleship to battleship fleet action
along the lines of Jutland, but that submarine warfare and surface
raiders were to be just as effective at undermining the British war effort.
The Royal Navy was expected to be active in the North Atlantic and in
British waters, and then after the Soviet Union was invaded by Germany,
it had to protect the Arctic convoys. Meanwhile, it also had to keep
control of the Mediterranean, alone after the fall of France, supporting
ground forces in North Africa and then in Greece, send convoys to Malta
and disrupt the Axis supply lines both in the Mediterranean and off the
coast of Norway, and then it had to face the Japanese in the Far East. By
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the war's end the Royal Navy had grown from its pre-war strength of
129,000 to 863,000 men. Its fleet had also grown from 12 to 61
battleships and cruisers, seven to 59 aircraft carriers, and 100 to 846
destroyers, by 1945.
Royal Navy Strategy in the Far East 1919-1939 - Andrew Field
2004-05-20
Between the ending of the Great War and the start of the Second World
War in 1939, the Royal Navy remained the largest in the world. But with
the League of Nations seeming to offer a solution to all future conflicts, a
country weary of war and without an obvious enemy there seemed no
need for a large battlefleet. The strategic focus shifted eastwards, to
Japan, with its growing battlefleet as the new threat to the British
Empire and to the Royal Navy's supremacy. From 1924 a strategic plan,
War Memorandum (Eastern), was written and refined. The plan called for
the Royal Navy, still the largest in the world, even after the Washington
Naval Treaties, to move eastwards to a defended base at Singapore, cut
off Japan and force her battlefleet into a decisive fleet battle. As a
strategy War Memorandum (Eastern) had many flaws. Its real
importance lay in the fact that it provided a justification for the Royal
Navy to maintain its leading position in the world and to be in the
forefront of the development of new tactical thinking. Through planning
for a war with Japan the Royal Navy was able to test its readiness for a
future war. Many of the lessons learnt during this period were ultimately
put to good use against a different foe in 1939.
Painting Wargaming Figures - Javier Gomez Valero 2015-03-30
Javier Gomez, a highly talented figure painter of long experience and
excellent reputation, shares the secrets of his success in this accessible
'how-to' guide to painting miniatures. He takes the reader step-by-step
through the whole process, from choice of materials (unlike other
available guides it is not linked to any specific figure manufacturer) and
preparation of the miniatures to basing and even advice on
photographing the finished item. Techniques such as dry-brushing, inkwashing, shading and highlighting are all explained clearly with the help
of step-by-step photographs and colour charts. Specific case studies
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tackle a variety of useful subjects across all periods, such as mixing
realistic flesh tones for different races; painting horses; guns and
limbers; Medieval heraldry; Napoleonic uniforms; WW2 and modern
camouflage patterns. Javier also clearly explains how these techniques
and processes can be applied to all the major wargaming scales, from
40mm down to 6mm. Whatever historical period (or Sci-fi/Fantasy) and
whatever scale the reader is interested in, this book is an invaluable
source of practical advice and inspiration.
The Royal Navy's Air Service in the Great War - David Hobbs
2017-09-30
In a few short years after 1914 the Royal Navy practically invented naval
air warfare, not only producing the first effective aircraft carriers, but
also pioneering most of the techniques and tactics that made naval air
power a reality. By 1918 the RN was so far ahead of other navies that a
US Navy observer sent to study the British use of aircraft at sea
concluded that any discussion of the subject must first consider their
methods. Indeed, by the time the war ended the RN was training for a
carrier-borne attack by torpedo-bombers on the German fleet in its bases
over two decades before the first successful employment of this tactic,
against the Italians at Taranto.Following two previously well-received
histories of British naval aviation, David Hobbs here turns his attention
to the operational and technical achievements of the Royal Naval Air
Service, both at sea and ashore, from 1914 to 1918. Detailed
explanations of operations, the technology that underpinned them and
the people who carried them out bring into sharp focus a revolutionary
period of development that changed naval warfare forever.
Controversially, the RNAS was subsumed into the newly created Royal
Air Force in 1918, so as the centenary of its extinction approaches, this
book is a timely reminder of its true significance.
The Flatpack Bombers - Ian Gardiner 2014-07-19
Our vision of aviation in the First World War is dominated by images of
gallant fighter pilots duelling with each other high over the Western
Front. But it was the threat of the Zeppelin which spurred the British
government into creating the Royal Flying Corps, and it was this menace,
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which no aircraft could match in the air at the beginning of the war,
which led Winston Churchill and the Royal Navy to set about bombing
these airships on the ground. Thus in 1914, the Royal Naval Air Service,
with their IKEA-style flatpack airplanes, pioneered strategic bombing.
Moreover, through its efforts to extend its striking range in order to
destroy Zeppelins in their home bases, the Royal Navy developed the
first true aircraft carriers.This book is the story of those largely forgotten
very early bombing raids. It explains the military and historical
background to the first British interest in military and naval aviation, and
why it was that the Navy pursued long distance bombing, while the Army
concentrated on reconnaissance. Every bomber raid, and every aircraft
carrier strike operation since, owes its genesis to those early naval flyers,
and there are ghosts from 1914 which haunt us still today.
The British Pacific Fleet - David Hobbs 2017-05-15
In August 1944 the British Pacific Fleet did not exist. Six months later it
was strong enough to launch air attacks on Japanese territory, and by the
end of the war it constituted the most powerful force in the history of the
Royal Navy, fighting as professional equals alongside the US Navy in the
thick of the action. How this was achieved by a nation nearing
exhaustion after five years of conflict is a story of epic proportions in
which ingenuity, diplomacy and dogged persistence all played a part. As
much a political as a technical triumph, the BPF was uniquely complex in
its make-up: its Commander-in-Chief was responsible to the Admiralty for
the general direction of his Fleet; took operational orders from the
American Admiral Nimitz; answered to the Government of Australia for
the construction and maintenance of a vast base infrastructure, and to
other Commonwealth Governments for the ships and men that formed
his fully-integrated multi-national fleet. This ground-breaking new work
by David Hobbs describes the background, creation and expansion of the
British Pacific Fleet from its first tentative strikes, through operations off
the coast of Japan to its impact on the immediate post-war period,
including the opinions of USN liaison officers attached to the British
flagships. The book is the first to demonstrate the real scope and scale of
the British Pacific Fleet’s impressive achievement.
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The British Pacific Fleet in World War II - Waite Brooks 2013-04-01
A blow-by-blow eye-witness account of the British Pacific Fleet's
participation in the invasion of Okinawa and the attacks on the Japanese
homeland.
Small Navies - Dr Deborah Sanders 2014-06-28
History shows how relatively small naval forces can have a
disproportionately large impact on global events. This collection, which
adopts an interdisciplinary approach drawing on the best new research
from the fields of international relations, security studies, strategic
studies and maritime history, addresses the roles and activities of small
navies in the past and the present, and investigates the relationship of
such navies with non-governmental institutions in pursuit of broader
maritime goals, be they political, financial or environmental.
The Cunningham Papers - Andrew Browne Cunningham Cunningham of
Hyndhope (Viscount) 2006-01-01
This second volume of Cunningham's papers covers the period from his
brief term in 1942 as head of the British Admiralty Delegation in
Washington and his subsequent appointment as Allied Naval Commander
of the Expeditionary Force, through his time as First Sea Lord from
October 1943 to his retirement from active service in June 1946. The
collection includes official documents but also many letters to his family
and brother officers that exhibit his feelings, as well as his illuminating
diary entries from April 1944 onwards.
The British Pacific Fleet - David Hobbs 2017-05-15
In August 1944 the British Pacific Fleet did not exist. Six months later it
was strong enough to launch air attacks on Japanese territory, and by the
end of the war it constituted the most powerful force in the history of the
Royal Navy, fighting as professional equals alongside the U.S. Navy. How
this was achieved by a nation nearing exhaustion after five years of
conflict is a story of epic proportions in which ingenuity, diplomacy, and
dogged persistence all played a part. This ground-breaking new work by
David Hobbs describes the background, creation, and expansion of the
British Pacific Fleet from its first tentative strikes, through operations off
the coast of Japan, to its impact on the immediate post-war period. It
the-british-pacific-fleet-the-royal-navys-most-powerful-strike-force

includes the opinions of U.S. Navy liaison officers attached to the British
flagships.
The Naval Siege of Japan 1945 - Brian Lane Herder 2020-04-30
The final months of Allied naval bombardments on the Home Islands
during World War II have, for whatever reason, frequently been
overlooked by historians. Yet the Allies' final naval campaign against
Japan involved the largest and arguably most successful wartime naval
fleet ever assembled, and was the climax to the greatest naval war in
history. Though suffering grievous losses during its early attacks, by July
1945 the United States Third Fleet wielded 1,400 aircraft just off the
coast of Japan, while Task Force 37, the British Pacific Fleet's carrier and
battleship striking force, was the most powerful single formation ever
assembled by the Royal Navy. In the final months of the war the Third
Fleet's 20 American and British aircraft carriers would hurl over 10,000
aerial sorties against the Home Islands, whilst another ten Allied
battleships would inflict numerous morale-destroying shellings on
Japanese coastal cities. In this illustrated study, historian Brian Lane
Herder draws on primary sources and expert analysis to chronicle the
full story of the Allies' Navy Siege of Japan from February 1945 to the
very last days of World War II.
British Aircraft Carriers - David Hobbs 2014-01-15
This book is a meticulously detailed history of British aircraft-carrying
ships from the earliest experimental vessels to the Queen Elizabeth class,
currently under construction and the largest ships ever built for the
Royal Navy. Individual chapters cover the design and construction of
each class, with full technical details, and there are extensive summaries
of every ship's career. Apart from the obvious large-deck carriers, the
book also includes seaplane carriers, escort carriers and MAC ships, the
maintenance ships built on carrier hulls, unbuilt projects, and the
modern LPH. It concludes with a look at the future of naval aviation,
while numerous appendices summarize related subjects like naval
aircraft, recognition markings and the circumstances surrounding the
loss of every British carrier. As befits such an important reference work,
it is heavily illustrated with a magnificent gallery of photos and plans,
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some reproduced in color. Written by the leading historian of British
carrier aviation, himself a retired Fleet Air Arm pilot, it displays the
authority of a lifetime's research combined with a practical
understanding of the issues surrounding the design and operation of
aircraft carriers. British Aircraft Carriers is certain to become the
standard work on the subject.
Task Force 57 - Peter Charles Smith 1969
The Royal Navy in Eastern Waters - Andrew Boyd 2017-03-30
This new work tells the compelling story of how the Royal Navy secured
the strategic space from Egypt in the west to Australasia in the East
through the first half of the Second World War; it explains why this
contribution, made while Russia's fate remained in the balance and
before American economic power took effect, was so critical. Without it
the war would certainly have lasted longer and decisive victory might
have proved impossible. After the protection of the Atlantic lifeline, this
was surely the Royal Navy's finest achievement, the linchpin of victory.
The book moves authoritatively between grand strategy, intelligence,
accounts of specific operations, and technical assessment of ships and
weapons. It challenges established perceptions of Royal Navy capability
and will change the way we think about Britains role and contribution in
the first half of the war. The Navy of 1939 was stronger than usually
suggested and British intelligence did not fail against Japan. Nor was the
Royal Navy outmatched by Japan, coming very close to a British Midway
off Ceylon in 1942. And it was the Admiralty, demonstrating a reckless
disregard for risks, that caused the loss of Force Z in 1941. The book also
lays stress on the key part played by the American relationship in
Britains Eastern naval strategy. Superbly researched and elegantly
written, this new book adds a hugely important dimension to our
understanding of the war in the East and will become required reading.
The Eastern Fleet and the Indian Ocean, 1942-1944 - Charles
Stephenson 2021-12-30
The story of the British Eastern Fleet, which operated in the Indian
Ocean against Japan, has rarely been told. Although it was the largest
the-british-pacific-fleet-the-royal-navys-most-powerful-strike-force

fleet deployed by the Royal Navy prior to 1945 and played a vital part in
the theater it was sent to protect, it has no place in the popular
consciousness of the naval history of the Second World War. So Charles
Stephenson's deeply researched and absorbing narrative gives this
forgotten fleet the recognition it deserves. British pre-war naval planning
for the Far East is part of the story, as is the disastrous loss of the
battleship Prince of Wales and battlecruiser Repulse in 1941, but the
body of the book focuses on the new fleet, commanded by Admiral Sir
James Somerville, and its operations against the Japanese navy and
aircraft as well as Japanese and German submarines. Later in the war,
once the fleet had been reinforced with an American aircraft carrier, it
was strong enough to take more aggressive actions against the Japanese,
and these are described in vivid detail. Charles Stephenson's
authoritative study should appeal to readers who have a special interest
in the war with Japan, in naval history more generally and Royal Navy in
particular.
Ready For Anything - Geoff puddefoot 2010-11-30
Set up in August 1905, the Royal Fleet Auxiliary  unofficial motto:
Ready for Anything  was originally a logistic support organisation,
Admiralty-owned but run on civilian lines, comprising a miscellaneous
and very unglamorous collection of colliers, store ships and harbour
craft. This book charts its rise in fleet strength, capability and
importance, through two world wars and a technical revolution, until the
time when naval operations became simply impossible without it. Its
earliest tasks were mainly freighting  supplying the Royal Navys
worldwide network of bases  but in wartime fleets were required to
spend much longer at sea and the RFA had to develop techniques of
underway replenishment. This did not come to full fruition until the
British Pacific Fleet operated alongside the Americans in 1944-45, but by
then the RFA had already pioneered many of the procedures involved.
This book combines a history of the service, including many little-known
wartime operations, with data on the ships, and a portrait of life in the
service gleaned from personal accounts and recollections. Half way
between a civilian and a military service, the RFA has never received the
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attention it deserves, but this book throws a long-overdue spotlight on its
achievements.
The Kamikaze Hunters - Will Iredale 2016-06-07
In May 1945, with victory in Europe established, the war was all but
over. But on the other side of the world, the Allies were still engaged in a
bitter struggle to control the Pacific. And it was then that the Japanese
unleashed a terrible new form of warfare: the suicide pilots, or
Kamikaze.Drawing on meticulous research and unique personal access to
the remaining survivors, Will Iredale follows a group of young men from
the moment they signed up through their initial training to the terrifying
reality of fighting against pilots who, in the cruel last summer of the war,
chose death rather than risk their country's dishonorable defeat—and
deliberately flew their planes into Allied aircraft carriers.
The Forgotten Fleet - John Winton 1970
The British Carrier Strike Fleet - David Hobbs 2015-10-15
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David Hobbs looks at the post-World War II fortunes of the most
powerful fleet in the Royal Navy--its decline in the face of diminishing
resources, its final fall at the hands of ignorant politicians, and its recent
resurrection in the form of the Queen Elizabeth class carriers, the largest
ships ever built for the Royal Navy. Despite prophecies that nuclear
weapons would make conventional forces obsolete, British carrier-borne
aircraft were almost continuously employed. This book combines
narratives of poorly understood operations with clear analysis of their
strategic and political background. With beautiful illustrations and
original research, British Carrier Strike Fleet tells an important but
largely untold story of renewed significance as Britain once again
embraces carrier operation.
An Illustrated History of the Royal Navy - John Winton 2005
This text is a comprehensive, authoritative, and illustrated history of the
Royal Navy from its earliest times to the present day. This edition is
updated to include recent operations in the first and second Gulf wars.
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